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MIRABAUD APPOINTS NEW GROUP RISK  
& COMPLIANCE HEAD

Geneva, 1 February 2023 – Mirabaud Group has appointed Patrick Hauri as global head 
of risk and compliance. He also joins the Mirabaud & Cie SA Executive Committee.

Based in Geneva and reporting directly to Camille Vial, Managing Partner of the Group and CEO of Mirabaud 
& Cie SA, Hauri will be in charge of managing risk and compliance activities and teams at Group level – across 
ten jurisdictions – and for the Wealth Management, Asset Management and Corporate Finance business areas. 

Hauri has over 20 years’ experience in risk management, including consultancy work for a Big Four  accounting 
firm and a company he co-founded and developed. In recent years, Patrick worked as Group Chief Risk Officer 
and Head of Strategic Projects for the Lombard Odier Group.

Camille Vial, Managing Partner of the Group and CEO of Mirabaud & Cie SA, said:
‘Patrick’s strategic and managerial experience, as well as his extensive knowledge of the financial industry, 
are additional assets for our Executive Committee. I am delighted that he has joined the team for these key 
activities within Mirabaud, a family business for seven generations built on the core values of responsibility, 
prudence and sound risk management’.

Patrick Hauri, global head of risk and compliance, added:
‘I am honoured to be joining Mirabaud, a hugely prestigious institution that combines tradition with a modern 
focus. I look forward to contributing to developing and maintaining the quality of risk and compliance activities 
in accordance with the highest industry standards’.
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The Mirabaud Group
The Mirabaud Group was founded in Geneva in 1819. With its four core values of Independence, Conviction, 
Responsibility and Passion, it has grown over the years into an international group offering its clients personalised 
financial services and advice in various areas of activity. Its expertise lies in Wealth Management (portfolio 
management, investment advice and services for independent asset managers), Asset Management (institutional 
management, fund management and distribution) and highly specialised Corporate Finance services (equity 
research, corporate advisory, capital markets and execution).

Mirabaud has always been strongly committed to responsibility and sustainability. This is reflected in its 
interactions with clients, employees and society as a whole. As a signatory of the United Nations Principles for 
Responsible Investment (PRI) since 2010, Mirabaud has the highest rating in this area thanks to its governance 
and its committed global strategy. 

The Group employs around 700 staff and has offices in Switzerland (Geneva, Basel and Zurich), Europe (London, 
Luxembourg, Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Seville and Milan) and the rest of the world (Montreal, Dubai, 
Abu Dhabi, Montevideo and São Paulo). 

For more information, please visit our website: www.mirabaud.com
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